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Film Title 
Bizarre: A Circus Story 
 
Tagline  
A Small Man with a Big Dream for the Big Top 
 
Logline 
A magical tale about the extraordinary life of Master Lu Yi, hailed as the father of modern acrobatics, and 
the vast community of big top lovers who share his dream of a thriving US circus industry. 
 
Contact Info 
Weird Pixel 
470 E. Del Mar Blvd  
Pasadena CA 91101 
323.513.6531 
www.welcometoweird.com 
 
Meg Pinsonneault | Director & Producer  
meg@welcometoweird.com 
323.513.6531 
 
Links 
www.bizarrethefilm.com | www.facebook.com/bizarrethefilm 
 
Technical Info 
TRT:  01:03:00 
Aspect Ratio: 16:9 
Shooting Format: HD 
Camera Specs: RED Epic, Phantom Flex 
Audio Mix: Stereo 
Color, English 
 
Shooting Location 
San Francisco CA 
 
Awards  
Winner - Crowdfunding Campaign of the Month, IndieReign April 2013 
 
About Circus Center 
Located in the heart of San Francisco, Circus Center is the Bay Area’s oldest non-profit circus-oriented 
performing arts education facility, specializing in acrobatics, aerial arts, circus skills and clowning. Their 
mission is to inspire passion for circus arts through training, performance and community outreach 
programs. Over the years, Circus Center has helped cultivate amazing artists who went on to perform 
with Cirque De Soliel, Big Apple Circus, Seven Fingers Circus, Pickle Family Circus, Circus Bella, and 
more.  
 
 

 

 
 



Short Synopsis: 
 
Bizarre: A Circus Story is a magical tale about passion, triumph, and heartache. Part portraiture, it 
centers around the fantastic life and legacy of Master Lu Yi, revered as the father of modern 
acrobatics, and army of circus lovers who share is dream of a thriving US circus industry. Master Lu 
Yi is a wise, jolly, and infectious man. From his rise among the Communist Party as an acrobatic 
leader to his time as a prisoner during China’s Cultural Revolution, Master Lu Yi’s triumph to 
freedom is nothing short of a miracle. His life story is an exceptional one, full of hardships and grief, 
but his love for circus arts keeps him young and motivated. 
 
Based at the Circus Center in the heart of San Francisco, Master Lu Yi has been an innovating force 
behind the growing international circus community for decades. Known among his students as 
“Johnny Appleseed,” he’s like a living circus encyclopedia with over 50 years of circus knowledge. 
But he would be nothing without the vast network of circus lovers that he’s amassed along the way 
and continues to grow to this day. With the help of advocates like Master Lu Yi, circus in the United 
States isn’t about animals or cheap thrills anymore, it’s about showmanship, athleticism, and pure 
magic. 
 
Just like a circus, Bizarre: A Circus Story aims to inspire and delight. It features breathtaking 
performances by members of the local circus community, from world-renowned performers to youth 
artists, who have dedicated their lives to this special art form. These enchanting interludes portray 
circus artists in a totally new way and provide a rare glimpse at the raw strength, talent and poise it 
requires to be a true performer. However, it takes more than just talent and training to survive in the 
circus. It’s grueling, competitive, and painful. Yet circus arts is growing and more popular than ever, 
specifically in the United States. This extraordinary story is proof that this ancient tradition not only 
continues to thrive, it’s evolving in the modern world. But what does this evolution mean for the 
performers of the future? What new challenges will they face? Circus is about freedom, love and 
wonder, and there’s room for everyone. 
 

 



Long Synopsis: 
 
Bizarre: A Circus Story is a magical tale about passion, triumph, and heartache. It’s a rare inside look 
at the lives of performers, instructors, and big top lovers working to keep the circus arts alive and 
thriving in our modern age. The main story follows the fantastic life and legacy of Master Lu Yi, a 
wise, jolly and infectious man heralded as the father of modern acrobatics, and his dream of running 
a world class circus training center in the United States. Since the 1960s, Master Lu Yi has been an 
innovating force behind the international circus community. His dedication and love of circus arts is 
unparalleled. With the help of advocates like Master Lu Yi, circus in the US isn’t about animals or 
cheap thrills anymore; it’s about showmanship, athleticism, and pure magic. 
 
Master Lu Yi’s life story is an exceptional one. He was scouted by a traveling acrobatic troupe as a 
child, became a world class acrobat as a teenager, served as director of the acclaimed Nanjing 
Acrobatic Troupe for 33 years, and was the youngest Vice President of the Chinese Acrobatic 
Association ever appointed. From his rise among the Communist Party to his time as a prisoner 
during China’s Cultural Revolution, Master Lu Yi endured many trials and heartaches as a result of 
his dedication to this art form. But he never faltered and his triumph to freedom is nothing short of a 
miracle. 
 
Even after all the suffering, he’s not bitter at all. Master Lu Yi is a jovial man who likes to tell jokes 
and pick on his students. At 75 years old, he can still hold a two minute handstand and isn’t afraid to 
tell you to lay off the donuts. Master Lu Yi’s most enduring quality is his dedication. He attributes 
his strength to his family. Now, more than ever, he channels their love and support into his passion 
for his craft. He’s energetic, honest, and his youthful attitude is inspiring to anyone who meets him. 
Through this film, Master Lu Yi shares his secrets on staying young, healthy, and happy. 
 
Known among his students and colleagues as “Johnny Appleseed,” Master Lu Yi has dedicated his 
entire life to spreading his love of the circus. His influence on acrobatics is legendary and continues 
to grow. If you’re training in the circus today, then you’ve probably learned from Master Lu Yi or 
one of his former students. In order to foster better performers worldwide, he sees himself as a bridge 
between China’s technical ability and America’s theatrical ability. His goal to continue combining 
these two worlds to create a bigger and better international circus community. 
 

 



Long Synopsis Continued:  
 
Master Lu Yi would be nothing without his vast network of circus lovers. Over the last 50 years, he’s 
trained and inspired countless lifelong circus advocates. Based in San Francisco since 1990, Master 
Lu Yi has acted as Master Teacher and Artistic Director at the Circus Center, former training school 
for the famous Pickle Family Circus. He trains acrobats, aerialists, clowns, jugglers, professionals, 
amateurs, adults, kids, and anyone else who will listen. Master Lu Yi understands that the only way 
circus arts will survive is to spread as many seeds as possible, which includes cultivating the next 
generations of young performers. His incredible story is proof that this ancient tradition not only 
continues to thrive, it’s evolving in the modern world. But what does this evolution mean for the 
performers of the future? What new challenges will they face? 
 
Bizarre: A Circus Story is also part performance based. It’s filled with elegant and stunning 
performances by Master Lu Yi’s students and active members of the San Francisco circus 
community. These magical interludes show the diversity of talent and skill that embodies circus arts 
today. Utilizing high speed techniques and the best cinematic technology on the market, the film 
features gorgeous aerialists, hilarious clowns and heroic acrobats in a completely new way. Shot 
entirely on the RED Epic and Phantom Flex, these unique performances use super slow motion that 
provides a rare glimpse at the raw strength, talent and poise it requires to be a circus performer.  
 
Bizarre: A Circus Story aims to inspire and delight. It illuminates the circus world in a way that has 
never been seen before. But circus isn’t all about the glitz. It’s extremely hard, painful, and 
dangerous. It takes more than just talent and training to survive in the circus. Then why is it growing? 
Circus is special. It offers a sense of community unlike any other art form. The artist perform their 
tricks just for you and, at the same time, conjures your feelings and memories of childlike wonder. In 
that same nature, this film has touching, inspiring, and magical themes. Bizarre: A Circus Story will 
make you want to try a handstand or take a trapeze class or learn to juggle. Circus is about freedom, 
love and wonder, and there’s room for everyone. 
 
 

"Whimsical, insightful and engaging.  
You don’t have to love the circus, to love this film. A must see!”   

Tom Wright, Libertine Films 
 

"From its imagery opening, this engaging, gorgeously shot documentary 
offers a rare, behind-the-scenes glimpse into the passionate and 

compassionate mind of a legendary circus artist. The filmmaker, Meg 
Pinsonneault, is an acrobat herself, delicately balancing stunning visuals 

with an inspiring story that deserves to be seen."  
Jesse Rosen, Volition Films 

 
 
 



 
Holi powder war scene with clowns, Jon Deline and Allison Daniel 

 

 
Hanging on the silks with youth performer, Mikayla Dinsdale 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Featured Performers & Experts:  
 
Joe Dieffenbacher | Professional clown and director of Clown Conservatory at Circus Center. Studied at 
Ringling Brothers Clown College. Performed in 2012 London Olympic Opening and Closing Ceremonies. 
 
Xia Ke Min | Master clown, acrobat and juggler. Performed with Nanjing Circus, Big Apple Circus and 
others. Known for his famous “Happy Chef” routine and life-long friends with Master Lu Yi. 
 
Harriet Heyman | Journalist and author for New York Times, LIFE, Sports Illustrator and Los Angeles 
Times. Former Board Member at Circus Center and student of Master Lu Yi.   
 
Judy Finelli | Master Juggler and Co-Founder of San Francisco School of Circus Arts. Former President of 
International Juggling Association and first female president. 
 
Elena Panova | Master Aerialist and Aerial Director at Circus Center. Gold medalist and judge at the 
Festival Mondial du Cirque de Demain. 
 
Joan Mankin | Professional clown and actress. Former Member at Pickle Family Circus. 
 
Abigail Baird & Andy Cook | Professional acrobatic and aerial duo known as Aerial Animation. Semi-
Finalists on America’s Got Talent. Students of Master Lu Yi. 
 
Haley Viloria | Professional contortionist and aerialist with Cirque de Soleil: Amaluna. 
 
Dan Griffiths | Professional clown and Associate Director of Clown Conservatory at Circus Center. 
Director at Clown Zero Therapeutic Clown Unit. Student of Marcel Marceau.  
 
Xiaohong Weng | Professional acrobat for over 40 years and Senior Instructor at Circus Center. World 
Class competitive gymnast in China and close friend to Master Lu Yi. 
 
Matthew Richardson | Professional aerialist and cyr wheel artist. Opening performer at 2015 Festival 
Mondial du Cirque de Demain. 
 
Noe Zavala | Professional mime and instructor at Circus Center. Student of Marcel Marceau.  
 
Eve Diamond | Professional aerialist with Cirque Mechanics and Six Flags Discovery Kingdom. 
    
Derrick Gilday | Professional clown and acrobat with Mango and Dango. 
 
Allison Daniels | Professional clown, acrobat, puppeteer, and Circus Center instructor. 
 
Jon Deline | Professional clown, actor, and Circus Center instructor.  
 
Mikayla Dinsdale | Aerial and contortion youth performer at Superior School of Circus Arts in Belgium. 
 
Leah Orleans | Professional clown, acrobat and aerialist with Acrobatrix.  
 
Brad Post | Former Circus Center Board President and student of Master Lu YI.  
 
 
 
 



Director Statement:  
 
As a creative person and seeker of the extraordinary, there are so many reasons why this project spoke 
to me. After spending just one day in the old building that now houses the Circus Center, I knew there 
was something magical happening there. The community is innovative, supportive, and just downright 
special. There’s a level of talent and passion walking those weathered hallways that demands your 
undivided attention. I think “mesmerized” is a great word to describe my experience making this film. It’s 
always been a dream of mine to work with high-speed technology too. But it was truly amazing to utilize 
the Phantom Flex and RED Epic to capture the talent and poise of these incredible circus performers. Not 
only have I loved circus my whole life, I actually have clowning experience and, along with my mother and 
sister, I’m a former member of the Billtown Clowns. There were many times that I had to fight the urge to 
quit my day job and run away with the circus!  
 
But for me, the most influential and memorable part of making this film was getting to know Master Lu Yi. 
My knowledge of the circus industry was very slim when I signed on to direct this film. So I had never 
heard of Master Lu Yi before or possessed any background on Chinese acrobatics. But after just a couple 
days of shooting and working with Master Lu Yi, it became apparent that this little man had a lot of 
important and hilarious things to say. Since then, he has captivated my attention, like so many others, 
and still inspires me today. He’s energetic, loving, tough, brutally funny, incredibly observant, and one of 
the best coaches I’ve ever met. In his mid seventies, he still does at least 5 handstands a day and isn’t 
bitter about his painful past with his home country of China. He inspired my crew and myself so much 
that, even on our few hours off during production, we spent it in beginner classes with Master Lu Yi. Many 
of his students spoke of his ability to make you want to do better and succeed, like a magical unseen 
force he carries with him. I, too, experienced Master Lu Yi’s enchanting spirit and his love of handstands 
touched me deeply. After more than a year since our time in San Francisco, I’m still trying to nail a 
handstand and working on my form. So the next time I see him, he might give me a hi-five. Master Lu Yi 
lives by the motto “All you need is love.” Now, more than ever, I believe in that motto too. I’m so grateful 
for the opportunity to share Master Lu Yi’s inspirational story and to spread his message of circus love 
around the world. 
 

 
 
 
 



Crew Bios 
Meg Pinsonneault - Director, Producer & Editor | Meg is an award-winning filmmaker, writer, and 
photographer. Her short films have screened at over 25 international film festivals. She’s also an award-
winning art director, crowd-funding veteran, panelist, and blogger. Meg has been featured in print with 
Cupcake Quarterly Magazine and Conscious Magazine, and on websites like IndieWire, Film Courage, 
Moveon.org, Take Part, GOOD, Film Radar, and Kodak. An Emerson College alumni, Meg is the founder 
of Weird Pixel and contributing photographer to Stocksy United. She’s a devout explorer and adrenaline 
junkie. 
 
Kelly Rego - Producer | A true pluralist, Kelly has traveled throughout world and is a Peace Corp Veteran. 
She spent 3 years as a media strategist, executing dozens of million dollar campaigns for brands like 
Jameson Whiskey, L'Oreal Paris and CVS/pharmacy. Going back to her roots at Emerson College, Kelly 
shifted gears to the film world and is the former Executive Director at Weird Pixel.  
 
Ayla Agarwal - Executive Producer | Ayla is the Executive Director of Acrosanct, a professional acrobatic 
troupe headed up by Master Lu Yi, and the former Executive Director of the Circus Center. As a software 
engineer, Ayla has worked for Tibco Software, marchFIRST, and Oracle. She’s also an MIT graduate, 
former San Francisco 49ers Cheerleader, a Feldenkrais Professional, and student under Master Lu Yi. 
 
Joey Anderton - Director of Photography | Joey is a cinematographer and editor with a lot of energy and 
passion. He quickly made a name for himself by producing, shooting and editing internet content for 
Youtube stars like Megan Nicole and Brittani Taylor. His credits also include Youtube Channel, 
BlackBoxTV. 
 
Chris Paris - Titles Artist & Finishing Editor | Chris is a creative editor and graphics artist specializing in 
documentary, lifestyle and reality television. His credits include The Wahlburgers, Breaking Boston, 
Haunted Hollywood, Matching Manhattan, Real Housewives of NY, and more. He’s also founder of Media 
Again.  
 
Jonathan Wandag - Composer | Jonathan, aka World of Wandag, is an epicly quirky film composer on the 
hunt for anything dark and mysterious. His clients include EA, Insomniac Games, Survivor: Caramoan, 
Access Hollywood, XBOX, CBS, Fuse TV, Lifetime and now, Weird Pixel. 
 
Bruce Goodman - Colorist | Bruce is a Digital Colorist with over 20 years of experience at full service post 
production facilities in Hollywood, but also working with new generations of filmmakers to help achieve 
their vision in innovative ways. His credits include No Country for Old Men, The Hunger Games: Catching 
Fire, Stranger Than Fiction, Mile… Mile & Half, among other titles.  
 
Art Freed - Digital Intermediate Supervisor | Art is a content creator, editor and master in post-production. 
He is owner of HotPixel, a one stop shop for expert and efficient film production. Art is also an editor for 
Walt Disney Studios Special Events. He has edited hundreds of unscripted television programs, 
commercials, films and web content as well. 
 
Thomas R. Wood - Production Sound Mixer | Thomas is a film director, photographer and sound mixer 
with a philosophy degree from UC Berkeley. His short documentary, “LA Miner,” won the Audience Award 
at the 2014 Brooklyn Film Festival. He can also be found in semi-exotic locations shooting with semi-
exotic models for his ongoing photo portfolio. 
 
Gilda Garcia - Sound Supervisor & Editor | Gilda is a graduate from Berklee College of Music and 
Vancouver Film School. Since that time, her collaborations have led to composing music and sound 
design for over 25 short films, and her feature film work includes Atlas Shrugged: Part 1, among other 
titles.  



 
Foggy shots with cloud swing aerialist, Eve Diamond, and DP, Joey Anderton 

 

 
Cast and crew hamming it up after the holi powder and water fight scenes 

	  


